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Discussion

Chairman: Dr M.W. McNIcoL
Central Middlesex Hospital and Willesden Chest Clinic

DR MIKHAIL: I notice when you were giving your
figures for radiotherapy you mentioned that the squamous
carcinoma had a survival rate of 10%. Is there any figure
at all to show what the survival rate would be if you did
not treat the patients at all?
DR DEELEY: It would be less than 5% for 5 years

survival rate. Somebody might have a different idea.
DR MIKHAIL: The 3 years survival rate you said would

be less than 10% with treatment. What would it be if
you did not treat?
DR DEELEY: It would be less than 5 %.
DR J. H. ANGEL (Watford/Harefield Hospitals): There

was a vogue at one time, I don't know if it still going on,
for using combined pre-operative radiotherapy followed
by surgery, first using conventional 28 day course and
then having a rest, then having the operation, and later
on having rather shorter courses, and I think a number
of clinical trials have been done over the past 10 years.
What is the present position on this? Is it out?
DR DEELEY: It is out at the present moment; I do not

think it should be. The idea was to iradiate the tumour
and hope that you would change the biological pattern
in the cells, making it difficult for them to grow or
mobilize or metastasize. I think this is a very desirable
method. The trials which were reported previously had a
radical course of radiotherapy, quitea high dose, followed
by radical surgery and there were a high number of
blown stump end complications. The doses were too high
and this has got to be repeated, probably for a shorter
time but certainly with much lower doses.
DR L. LANGE (Central Middlesex Hospital): I wondered

in these 25% of patients with solitary cerebral metastases
whether the contra-indication to surgery was the presence
of a cerebral metastasis or whether surgery was rejected
on the basis of the extent of the growth in the lung,
and secondly, whether you feel it is a worth-while pro-
cedure to remove a solitary cerebral metastasis and then
operate on the lung if it is deemed operable.
DR DEELEY: The answer to the first is that all of the

series I have reported were patients with cerebral metas-
tastes and very inoperable because of their cerebral
metastases. This took priority over the condition of the
chest. The answer to the second is that of those patients
who had cerebral metastases, half of them had multiple
metastases in the brain and the other half had a single
solitary metastasis. At the present moment there is no
way of identifying single from multiple deposits. Radio-
active brain scans will pick up single deposits but it will
pick up the largest deposit and there may be smaller
satellites around. I think at the present moment the
surgeons are not very happy because they are not sure
whether it is going to be one deposit or multiple deposits.
There are reports in the literature of surgical ablation
of deposits but it is rather disappointing because a larger
number were found to have multiple deposits. We treat
with whole brain irradiation because of this.

DR LANGE: I just wondered whether it would not be
worth-while if there is no evidence of multiple meta-
stases, in other words, if all the clinical evidence pointed
to just one lesion, would it not be worth-while to try and
remove this?
DR DELLEY: Yes, but I do not think we have sufficient

means of identifying a single solitary metastasis in the
brain. But it has been done by the surgeons and there
have been some; I have forgotten the actual name of the
report but it was done in Oxford and their results were
rather disappointing.
DR LANGE: I don't wish to nag about this but I think

we have methods for determing whether there is a
metastasis. We can't be certain that there are not other
metastases as well.
DR DEELEY: We have methods of saying whether there

is a cerebral metastasis but it doesn't help us to say
whether it is the only metastasis or whether the brain is
riddled with smaller metastases.
DR K. M. CITRON (Brompton Hospital): I would like

Dr Deeley to comment on a controlled trial which I am
sure you have read. The one from Oxford by Ridde-
halge in which they designed a study to answer the ques-
tion: 'What would you do with a patient with unresect-
able bronchial carcinoma who has no symptoms at
the time of diagnosis directly consequent upon that
carcinoma, for instance no pain or SVC obstruction?
They randomized these into four groups: the first group
had no radiotherapy, the second group had radical radio-
therapy, the third group had nitrogen mustard and the
fourth group had both cytotoxic drugs and radio-
therapy. In this study the survival rate was uninfluenced
by the treatment, the mean survival rate was only 8
months. The second point, and I think this is important,
the quality of life did not appear to be improved at all
by giving them either chemotherapy or radiotherapy. I
think another important point was that of those who had
no radiotherapy in the first place, those that did develop
symptoms had just as good palliative relief by subsequent
radiotherapy as those who had not received that treat-
ment before. Their conclusion was that there is no
indication for treating patients who have a confirmed
unresectable bronchial carcinoma in the absence of
symptoms. Would you agree with those conclusions?
If not, why not?
DR DEELEY: I do know this trial very well. Perhaps I

can sum up and you will get my impression if I say the
longest survivor of carcinoma of the bronchus treated by
radiotherapy was 32 months, and their radiotherapy does
not compare with the figures I have just given you.
DR K. M. CITRON: They were given 6000 Rads.
EDR DEELEY: I think this is too high. This is what I am

trying to say. There comes a stage where you can im-
prove by going up, but after about 4000 Rads you are
getting too much effect on the normal tissues, and that
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is the optimum level for radiation. I think 6000 Rads is
too high. Because you must know also that the air in
the lung does not stop the radiation and that when your
rays are passing through normal tissues-I calculate my
dosage on normal tissues assuming normal tissues
absorption-but going through the alveoli filled with
air there is not that absorption, and the dose in actual
fact received by the tumour may be anything up to 30%
higher than that estimated. So that my 4000 Rads
represents about 5400 Rads, their 6000 represents a
third of that again, may be up to 8000 Rads.
DR McNIcoL: Could we ask you to speculate on what

might have happened if the doses had been, in your
terms, rather more appropriate.
DR DEELEY: I don't know, I think that is the next

thing to do, but Professor Bleehen is going to disagree
with me, I think.
PROFESSOR BLEEHEN (Middlesex Hospital): I perhaps

have an unfair advantage over the two previous speakers
in that I do have a copy of the Oxford paper here. To
correct a point, they gave a dose of 4000 Rads in 28 days.
DR DEELEY: Minimum dose.
PROFESSOR BLEEHEN: Well, yes, but ....
DR DEELEY: It says definitely a minimum dose.
PROFESSOR BLEEHEN: Yes, to a planned tumour dose

of 4000 Rads. Well, a minimum of 4000 Rads, in one
and in the radiotherapy and chemotherapy to a planned
tumour dose. Well, accepting that, I think on Dr Deeley's
previous study he would claim this was more than the
optimal dose. But to answer the other half of your
question about the chemotherapy, which perhaps I can
anticipate some ofmy talk, I think the point of interest in
their study was that they showed within the limits of
their experimental trial that the late treatment was no
worse than immediate treatment, and I think this is an
interesting point and one that perhaps should be taken
into account in the design of further studies.
DR DEELEY: I am sorry to labour this point, but I

don't think they can make that conclusion when their
results of radiotherapy are not the best. Sorry, perhaps I
am being unkind. I don't say mine are the best, but
similar results have been reported from other people.
Dr G. Poole (Hammersmith Hospital): You said that

you prefer to treat your patients at home, away from
hospital infections and that seems very reasonable. How-
ever, perhaps you will have read the recent article about
the survival of patients, those who have had post-opera-
tive empyema and those who had not, and there was a
very significant difference. Those who had empyema
survived much better than those who had not, and the
conclusion was drawn, rightly or wrongly, that this may
have stimulated the resistance in such a way that the
disease was attacked more vigorously by the host. I
wonder if your figures, if one looked at them, may be
capable of telling you whether those patients who had
infections duiing the couse of their radiation or other
treatment may have done better than those who did not,
because this might raise another line along which we
might pursue therapy in future.
DR DEELEY: I think this is a slightly different thing.

These cases with empyema were not empyema with
carcinoma were they? These are pure empyema, and
remember our patients are in very poor clinical condition.

They are almost on their last legs, and I think the infec-
tion on top of that just tips the balance.
DR GRIFFEL: I think you mentioned that fibrosis is

really the thing which kills cancer following your dosage.
I think that empyema does the same. The best cases in
tleating with pneumothorax weie cases with fibrosis
developing. This is pre-drug treatment where the fibrosis
and consequent fibrosis really obliterated the lymphatic
spread. This may well happen in radiotherapy, when
attempts to approach your dosage were done by Jollis of
Northampton, who very early realized that the dosage is
important: I live near Oxford, and I always disagreed
with this high dosage. I think it does produce general
symptoms and it is an attempt really to burn it out by
impossible means. This applies to chemotherapy as well.
Chemotherapy used as a general remedy reaches levels
by which you destroy your patient, and I tried to avoid
it by preserving the marrow, by squeezing the aorta for
the time of the life of the chemotherapeutic agent, by
cutting off the supply to the marrow in the long ex-
temities and in the pelvis where there is a high proportion
of marrow. Unfortunately, really very few patients sur-
vived this technique and I had to give it up, and I cannot
forgive myself for doing it as long as I did. But it was an
avenue for treating head tumours and tumours of the
leg, by injecting directly, and by radiotherapy as a directly
localized agent. That is why careful dosage is still the
best way for non-operative cases. You mentioned this
trial of treating by radiotherapy followed by surgery. I
was one of the physicians where this was done. The
interesting part was that in some of these cases when they
came to the operation there was no evidence of previously
histological confirmed cancer of the lung. So there was
something in it, but it was given up because of too high
high a dosage of radiation.
DR DEELEY: This is my whole policy; to give lower

doses.
DR LIM: It seems to me that I have not been hearing

about radiation pneumonitis so frequently nowadays. Is
this the case or is radiation pneumonitis due to secondary
infection which is nowadays treated promptly with anti-
biotics?
DR DEELEY: I think this is the case. With 250 kv you

needed a number of fields-have we got a blackboard?
If you don't mind me just drawing it. Let us take an out-
line of the chest and put in a tumour dose. With 250 kv
the maximum dose received on the skin and the tumour
received about 20%. Obviously, this was not feasible
with one X-ray field so you put another field on which
gave you 40, and another field on which gave you 60, 80,
100. Now we are getting an economic position. Now
another field gives us 120 and you needed 76 fields around
the chest. With super-voltage X-ray therapy your
maximum dosage received between 1-2 cm below the
skin and your skin dosage is about 10-15 %, your
tumour dose is about 70% and by putting on two of those
fields you get 140%. We don't put two of those fields on
because of the spinal cord, we take one field off. You get
140% but look at the difference in the amount of lung
which is iradiated. And you are using higher dosage as
well.

PROFESSOR B. J. O'LOUGHLIN (California, U.S.A.):
I have been interested in smoking and cancer of the lung
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for many years. I think Miss Shepherd left us with a pro-
perly pessimistic view of the curability of cancer of the
lung, and I think that subsequently we have obscured
the picture with our use of numbers. It seems to me that
when we say we have a percentage of this or that we
should say percentage of what? I think the question which
was raised as to whether or not treatment was at all
efficacious was a very pertinent one. If you see Miss
Shepherd's figures and took 100 cases of cancer of the
lung and said that 20% of them were operable, and of
these 25% were resectable, and of these 15% were
curable for 3 or 5 years, you would get one patient, and
since her figures, and I think most surgeon's figures, for
operable diseases are approximately the same, it is
obvious that the patients might just as well be left alone,
and I think probably the same thing is generally true for
radiotherapy. I suppose these sorts of analyses are

subject to severe criticism from therapists. I would like
to say there are two areas obviously unreferred to in
these last analyses, and that is the case of prevention and
the case of early diagnosis. In these areas there is hope
for improvement. This conference should be more con-
cerned with early diagnosis and prevention.
DR DEELEY: I do hope I had made that clear at the

beginning. Three ways of managing cancer of the lung
are (a) to prevent it, (b) diagnose it at an early stage
where the condition is still confined to the chest and (c)
finding methods of treatment. I think the results are very
disappointing. I do not think the answer is going to be
by improving surgery or improving radiotherapy. I
think we have got to go back much further, pick up these
patients at an early stage before they metastasize, or
better still convince the public that smoking is dangerous.
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